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The series ran for three seasons, from September 24, , to April 28, , for a total of 58 one-hour
episodes. The show was created by Steve Duncan and L. Travis Clark and produced by Zev
Braun. The show follows an American infantry platoon on a tour of duty during the Vietnam
War. It was the first television series to regularly show Americans in combat in South Vietnam
and was one of several similarly themed series to be produced in the wake of the acclaimed
Oliver Stone film Platoon Tour of Duty examined the issues of politics , faith , teamwork , racism
, suicide , fragging , terrorism , civilian deaths , sexuality , drug abuse , and how the lives of
soldiers and civilians were permanently affected by the Vietnam War. The first season began in
and followed Bravo company 's second platoon , a standard light infantry platoon conducting "
search and destroy " missions in Vietnam, under the command of 2nd Lieutenant 1st Lieutenant
from the start of season 2 Myron Goldman Stephen Caffrey and Staff Sergeant later Sergeant
First Class Zeke Anderson Terence Knox. It was filmed on location in Hawaii at Schofield
Barracks. For the second and third seasons, the series was filmed around Los Angeles,
California , to reduce the budget. The same locations, notably a small river with grass on one
bank and woods on the other, were reused in a number of episodes. The change of location also
led to a change in the show's direction. Beginning in the second season, the platoon was
relocated to a base near Saigon. In Tour of Duty' s third season, the remaining female character
was killed off, and the platoon was transferred to a SOG unit under the command of Colonel
Brewster played by Carl Weathers. The unit conducted covert operations in Vietnam and
Cambodia which included a fictional version of the raid on Son Tay Prison. The show was
canceled at the end of this season due to falling ratings. The closing consisted of an
instrumental, synthesized tune with a distinctive Asian sound mixed in with acoustic guitar; it
was performed by Joseph Conlan , and was never released for public consumption other than in
the series. That music was used as background music for most of the series. All three seasons
that have been released in the United Kingdom feature the complete original soundtrack,
including "Paint It, Black". The songs in this episode were retained in the DVD soundtracks. But
for copyright reasons, the VHS and DVD soundtracks of the majority of episodes were replaced
with soundalikes the music played, but there were no voices â€”a move which was widely
protested by buyers, and resulted in a significantly lower sales volume for the third-season DVD
set than for the first two. In the Netherlands, amongst other European nations, a total number of
seven albums were released, containing most of the songs featured on the show. As a result,
"Paint It, Black" was re-released as a single, again hitting the number 1 position in the Dutch top
40 popchart in May The Tour of Duty television series soundtrack was released by CBS on
Columbia Records as four different compilation albums during and The original albums are now
out of print. Their track listings are as follows:. It contains only twenty of the songs featured in
the four original Tour of Duty Soundtrack albums. Sony Pictures released all 3 seasons in the
USA for the very first time in All original music was replaced with sound-alike versions. These
releases have been discontinued and are out of print. On August 27, , it was announced that Mill
Creek Entertainment had acquired the rights to various television series from the Sony Pictures
library including Tour of Duty. On April 21, , Mill Creek released a budget priced complete series
set, an eleven-disc set featuring all 58 episodes of the series. This release has improved sound
and picture quality and the complete original soundtrack, including " Paint It, Black ". The
release consists of 5 DVDs covering all 21 episodes. The fifth disc contains extras including
hundreds of behind the scenes stills and images and a brand new documentary that runs for 55
minutes. Additional documentaries are being produced for the season 2 and 3 releases. The
complete second season was released on May 14, in the UK. On November 26, , Fabulous
released the complete third season on DVD in the UK, along with the complete series set which
was released simultaneously. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Tour
of duty disambiguation. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
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tour of duty is usually a period of time spent in combat or in a hostile environment. In an army,
for instance, soldiers on active duty serve 24 hours a day, seven days a week for the length of
their service commitment. Soldiers in World War II were deployed for the entire war and could
be in active service for years. Before , there was no official limit for an operational tour. Some
pilots had been flying over missions with only a short break. Then the Senior Medical Officer of
the RAF station Biggin Hill intervened, after asking one flight sergeant how many missions he
had done and was surprised to hear over 2 years. A tour system was then adopted, the length of
it varied, depending on period, theatre, and Command requirements of the time. In in South East
Asia, the day fighter pilot's tour was hours or 12 months. In Bomber Command , the tour length
was exceptionally based on the number of successful combat sorties missions , the first tour
was 30 sorties and the second 20 sorties. The tour of duty for B crewmen is four to six months.
In navies , a tour of duty is a period of time spent performing operational duties at sea,
including combat, performing patrol or fleet duties, or assigned to service in a foreign country;
a tour of duty is part of a rotation, where the ship may spend a six-month tour of duty , then
spend one month in home port for maintenance, then a period of time on exercises, then return
to her tour of duty. In Japan , tour lengths might increase to four years. Sailors extending their
tours by at least 12 months will receive preferential consideration for announced billets. In the
Royal Navy UK , operational tours can last approximately 9 months. Although with the Royal
Navy Reserves , this is only 6 months. A general tour of duty for soldiers comprises service that
can last from half a year to four years. Generally, duties that last longer than two years are
eligible to receive medals of merit related to their service. Tours of duty can also be extended
involuntarily for service members, such as in September , when the tour of duty was extended
for 4, US military personnel in Iraq. Soldiers are eligible for two weeks of leave after six months
of deployment. In the UK, tours of duty are usually 6 months. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign
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Download as PDF Printable version. Season 1. After Firebase Ladybird suffers heavy casualties,
Sergeant Anderson Terence Knox goes to recruit new soldiers to replace men he lost. He
selects the best from a group of new recruits and meets, for the first time, their new leader,
Second Lieutenant Goldman Stephen Caffrey. The platoon gets attacked by the Viet Cong VC ,
who strike and then disappear into tunnels. Aaron Lipstadt. Among the villagers being relocated
by the platoon is a beautiful woman guest star Tia Carrere to whom Goldman Stephen Caffrey is
attracted. When they are attacked on the trail, Goldman's life is saved by a VC, who turns out to
be the woman's husband. The men find themselves assigned to assist a "hot shot" sergeant
guest star William Russ with a mission to destroy an enemy bridge. Tempers reach a breaking
point when Anderson Terence Knox finds a Vietnamese child and the sergeant wants the child
killed. The company provides security for an irrigation project, but it seems the VC know the
Americans' every move. The platoon is assigned a guide named Tran guest star Mako , but
every time the Americans leave the village, they are mysteriously ambushed. Racial tension
leads to violence when a militant black soldier named Tucker guest star Ving Rhames and a
white racist named Innes guest star Mark Rolston both end up in Bravo Company. When the
white soldier is killed with a bayonet belonging to Johnson Stan Foster , black and white
members of the company clash. As they head back to base, they encounter a woman giving
birth as she is dying. Anderson ends up taking care of the baby, and the three soldiers end up
battling with the VC - with tragic results. A drunken GI steals a jeep and gets arrested. Anderson
helps to get him acquitted and gets him drafted into the squad, but his old friend immediately
begins to disobey orders. When Baker's Eric Bruskotter twin brother Karl guest star Karl
Bruskotter shows up, the two end up fighting and nearly destroy the base. When his brother's
helicopter goes down the next morning, Baker goes after him but gets captured by the VC.
Purcell Tony Becker has just received a "Dear John" letter. After that, the bridge he was
assigned to secure gets blown up. When he escorts a dying baby and its mother to a med
evacuation center, Goldman Stephen Caffrey is reunited with an old flame; an Army nurse
named Lt. Nikki Raines Pamela Gidley. Anderson's Terence Knox confidence is shaken when he
is almost killed by a barrage of mortar fire. When the soldiers are ordered to rescue downed
pilots from an occupied valley, Anderson questions his ability to lead. Bravo company is sent
on a reconnaissance mission to capture a prisoner. With them is an attractive female reporter
named Vickie Adams guest star Talia Balsam who is intent on getting combat footage, but she

quickly becomes a distraction to the men. A USO band, including three female dancers, are
rushed to a helicopter to be flown to their next destination. The helicopter is shot down and the
entire crew is killed, leaving the troupe's lives in the hands of Bravo Company. A captain joins
the platoon as the new leader and is immediately popular with the men. However, Anderson
Terence Knox is wary of the new captain's tactics. Purcell Tony Becker is given emergency
medical leave to visit his sick father in Hawaii. When he arrives, he learns his father has taken
up with a much younger woman. Meanwhile, Taylor Miguel A. Maurer are ambushed in their
jeep, their companions are killed and they are separated. Goldman is temporarily blinded, but
Horn manages to capture a female VC, whom Goldman forces at gunpoint to lead him to safety.
Goldman's Stephen Caffrey estranged father arrives, a retired general on a fact-finding mission
for Washington. Taylor Miguel A. His hatred for the war conflicts with the strong bond he has
with his fellow soldiers and his uncertainty about life back home. The squad meets a mysterious
ex-GI living among the natives. Goldman Stephen Caffrey follows orders to help fortify the
natives against the VC, but what follows is exactly what the mystery man warned him about. All
three are taken to the nearby hospital, where Goldman once again meets up with his former
girlfriend, Nurse Lt. Nikki Raines, and hears some unexpected news. When he returns to base,
he finds out his unit has been assigned to help take Hill , which they've taken before and lost.
Meanwhile, Horn Joshua D. Maurer refuses to follow orders at the risk of court martial. It lasted
for 46 episodes, 39 of which were written by John Wagner. It has the second greatest number of
episodes and pages of any Judge Dredd story. It is part of a longer storyline about mutants. It is
the first day in the term of office of new Chief Judge Dan Francisco, who in an earlier story has
won an election for chief judge after campaigning on an anti-mutant platform. Francisco stops
mutant immigration into Mega-City One and begins a policy of encouraging mutants to leave the
city and live in four townships being built in the Cursed Earth, the inhospitable, radioactive
desert outside the city. Dredd is put in charge of overseeing the construction and development
of the townships, ostensibly because he is the best man for the job, but really in order to keep
him out of the way. In Mega-City One, Chief Judge Francisco decides that the mutant townships
are not good enough, and insists on spending more money on them to ensure that the mutants
enjoy adequate standards of living. Deputy Chief Judge Sinfield objects, regarding the expense
as an unnecessary burden on the city's budget, but Francisco overrules him, reasoning that the
mutant expulsions should at least be done with some humanity. Francisco's relative leniency
towards the mutantsâ€”in spite of the fact that he supports forcing them to choose between
mandatory sterilisation or exileâ€”begins to cost him the support of the hardliners, such as
Sinfield, who put him in office in the first place. Meanwhile in the Cursed Earth, Dredd is
assigned four judges , one for each township. Not only is four judges not enough, but each of
them is inadequate to the task before them, due to some deficiency â€” Cunningham never
completed his Cursed Earth survival training, Munn is insubordinate, Heck is incompetent and
Ramone is addicted to medication. Dredd takes this as a sign of the low priority accorded to his
mission. Instead, Dredd is forced to create an amateur police force by deputising some of the
mutants. The new townships are soon threatened by a vicious gang of violent mutants, led by a
psychic called Pink Eyes , who has telekinetic powers. Dredd pre-emptively kills many of them,
but fails to prevent an attack on one of the townships by the survivors. The gang slaughters
scores of mutants, kidnaps Judge Munn , and vanishes. When Sinfield calls off the search for
Munn after only a few days, Dredd is disgusted by Sinfield's dereliction of duty, saying "He's not
fit to wear the badge Dredd eventually manages to find the gang, ruthlessly exterminate them
all, and rescue Munn. However Pink Eyes has tortured Munn so brutally that he is left with
permanent brain damage and is unable to return to duty, or even to a normal life. Dredd holds
Sinfield responsible and decides to lodge a formal complaint against him, but when he goes to
see the chief judge, he discovers that in his absence, Francisco has resigned due to his poor
health, and Sinfield has become acting chief judge. Unknown to Dredd, Sinfield has secretly
drugged Francisco with an illegal hypnotic drug in order to persuade him to resign and take his
place, in order to impose harsher policies against mutants. Sinfield orders Dredd to return to
the Cursed Earth until his complaint can be heard by the Council of Five. The story described so
far was all written by John Wagner. There then follow seven episodes comprising three stories,
written by Al Ewing , Gordon Rennie and Robbie Morrison , describing Dredd's further
adventures in the Cursed Earth, in which Dredd deals with other dangerous situations. He is
also, unknown to everyone, the infamous serial killer PJ Maybe in disguise, having murdered
the real Ambrose and stolen his identity some years earlier. On his first day in office as acting
chief judge, Sinfield summons the mayor to his office and orders him to raise taxes and cut
back on his popular social programmes, to make up for the shortfall in the city's budget caused
by the expensive mutant township project. When the mayor protests, Sinfield threatens to
undermine his re-election campaign if he does not do as he is told. Furious, Maybe decides to

assassinate Sinfield, and infects him with deadly fungal spores. When Sinfield unexpectedly
survives, Maybe covertly injects him with deadly bacteria, but again Sinfield pulls through.
Realising that somebody is trying to kill him, Sinfield decides he wants the city's best judge to
investigate, and puts Dredd in charge of the case, knowing that even though Dredd wants
Sinfield to resign, his sense of duty will ensure that he is diligent in finding the assassin. Dredd
brings Beeny with him to assist him. Frustrated by his double failure to kill Sinfield, Maybe
becomes impatient and sends a robot, disguised as Judge Hershey, to infiltrate the Grand Hall
of Justice and assassinate him. By chance Dredd happens to be there, and destroys the robot.
Maybe is arrested and interrogated by Beeny. However his true identity is exposed when Dredd
obtains an old sample of Maybe's DNA from an archived evidence file and sends it for forensic
analysis. In the opening episodes PJ Maybe is sentenced to death. The public are told that
Mayor Ambrose died of natural causes. The Council of Five dismisses Dredd's complaint
against Sinfield, [12] after Sinfield ensures a favourable outcome by appointing three of his
hardline supporters as new Council members. During the election campaign, which polls
suggest Dredd is winning, Maybe â€” hoping for a reprieve â€” tells Dredd that he suspects that
Sinfield drugged Francisco, as Maybe recognises the symptoms, having used the same drug
extensively on his own victims. After an investigation, Sinfield is arrested by Judge Buell , and
the drug is discovered in Sinfield's safe. Sinfield is removed from office and sentenced to 20
years. Francisco is reinstalled as chief judge, and appoints a new Council of Five, which
includes Dredd, his exile finally over. The Council Dredd dissenting votes to commute Maybe's
sentence to life in recognition of his aid. After the first six episodes, the story was divided into
sections, each with their own subtitle. Except where otherwise indicated, all episodes were
written by John Wagner and coloured by Chris Blythe. The series and its prequels were
collected into trade paperbacks. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Tour of
Duty comics. The topic of this article may not meet Wikipedia's general notability guideline.
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Download as PDF Printable version. Season 2. Bravo Co. Zeke and Goldman find one of their
men in an opium den , where they meet a female reporter, Alex Devlin, and a chopper pilot,
Lieutenant Johnny McKay. As Goldman begins a relationship with Alex, Purcell becomes fed up
with war and Ruiz is convinced that he is going to die. Johnson and Taylor check on a soldier,
who may be faking his death. Zeke goes to the hospital and ends up saving the life of
psychiatrist Jennifer Seymour. But his budding relationship with Seymour is affected when he
betrays her confidence in order to clear Taylor of a crime. Against Seymour's wishes, a soldier
who has suffered a breakdown is sent back to the front and almost gets himself killed. Johnson
meets up with Ling, who says she is pregnant with his child. When Darling refuses McKay's
request to fly back with the wounded, McKay does it anyway and is grounded. During a mine
sweeping patrol, the platoon becomes pinned down by a sniper. The sniper is killed by Sergeant
Block, a sniper himself. In a follow-up counter sniper mission, it becomes clear that Block
enjoys the killing and collects trophies. Anderson realises that Block is losing it and tries to
make a deal to get him promoted and returned to the U. The platoon is frustrated with the policy
of not being allowed to pursue the enemy into Cambodia. Private Taft is hard hit when a fatally
wounded friend begs him to kill him. Taft crosses the border to get revenge. Alex Devlin is
interviewing an American businessman, who just obtained a fat government construction
contract, much to the annoyance of Goldman. Taylor and Purcell find themselves in a lot of
trouble in the wrong part of town. Alex Devlin is dropped off by McKay into a nearby hamlet for
a story, but, when he comes to pick her up again, the village is torched and Alex is missing.

Taylor's wheeling and dealing abilities are put to test as he is putting together an Army vs. Air
Force boxing match. Soldier Thayer is accused of being a homosexual and attempts a suicide ;
it is up to Dr. Seymour to pick up the pieces, just when she and Anderson are about to go to
Tokyo , where Anderson is planning to propose marriage to her. To complicate matters, Dr.
Seymour has been offered a military commission in the U. McKay drops off Bravo Co. The
squad comes under attack, the VC retreat, and Bravo gives chase. In a deserted village, it
comes to a shootout, with the VC winding up dead. In the village, the men encounter a Quaker
woman, who baffles them not only with her presence but also her philosophies. Purcell takes an
interest in her, which becomes his undoing, as he saves her from being raped and faces
homicide charges after she refuses to let go of her principles and testify that Purcell's action
was self-defence. In the meantime, Mckay's helicopter is shot down; hurt and alone he must
escape his attackers. After Douglas forces his men to follow an absurd order, he becomes the
target of a " fragging ". Zeke holds a moving speech during his friend's funeral in his home
country, which is torn by political turmoil. Not an easy job, since the VC has a strong presence
and seem to know every step the Americans make. Combat tracker Roselli, who just became a
father, gets a helping hand from Purcell and Taylor in obtaining a safe, rear echelon job. Newbie
Cassidy, with his lousy performance and racist remarks, isn't popular, yet Goldman covers for
him. Zeke is thinking about returning to the U. A string of serial murders on prostitutes points to
Cassidy, but Alex Devlin has doubts. Zeke is helping Chrissie Pearson build a classroom to
teach soldiers American literature and what civilian job opportunities there are when they return
to the United States. Zeke runs into an old friend Jim Doyle , who is also there to talk about a
different kind of job, namely with private military companies. Anderson is at a crossroad, and he
knows that he has got to make some choices. The SEALs irregular warfare raises some
eyebrows. Doyle claims it is a coincidence that they meet, claiming his contact failed to show
up. On the way to the landing zone LZ , they get ambushed by Montagnards, who are supposed
to be friendly. Supplies from the PX continuously wind up on the streets of Saigon. Lieutenant
Camilla Patterson is in charge of the investigation, aided by Taylor. Desk clerk Sweet
Malcolm-Jamal Warner is eager for combat and convinces Anderson to accept him into the
platoon. During the next reconnaissance, the squad encounters a regiment of NVA and makes a
hasty retreat. In the chaos, Zeke and Goldman are left behind; about to be overrun, they have no
other option than to call in an artillery strike on their own position. This is a list of episodes
from the third and final season of Tour of Duty , along with episode summaries. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Tour of Duty Season 3. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Season 3. Anderson and Goldman are listed as
MIA in the aftermath of an artillery strike. The platoon, McKay, and Alex Devlin deal with the loss
in different ways. Johnson gets promoted to sergeant and has to fill in the shoes of Anderson.
Alex Devlin wants to put Vietnam and Goldman behind her and accepts a position as
correspondent in Paris. Anderson and Goldman in fact have been taken POW. In a stopover
village, they figure out where they are and realize that they are being ferried northwards. They
need to escape, because their chances to make it back to their own lines are dwindling. With
Goldman recovering and transferring to Intelligence, Anderson meets the replacement
Lieutenant Miller, who is keen on appearance by the book, which is something the new medic ,
Francis Hockenbury, takes lightly. After surviving a B strike on the complex, she is happy to be
back in Saigon and spend her last night with Goldman. Anderson is not extending his tour and
uses his saved up free time to return to the US earlier to go see his daughter Katie for the first
time in two years. The squads' first assignment is to snatch a VC tax collector. Goldman,
mourning the loss of Alex Devlin, is distracted, and Johnson is trying to adjust to his role as the
new " sarge ". The platoon is searching for a recon -squad that disappeared. During the various
patrols, Johnson's leadership abilities are severely put to the test, and he has doubts whether
he still has the edge. Anderson meets up with Jennifer Seymour and proposes to marry her. She
says yes to share her life with him, but she also senses that Anderson isn't ready yet to end the
life he shared with his men in Vietnam. Beller, a close friend of Goldman, and his platoon will
function as a blocking force, while Goldman's squad searches for weapon caches and flushes
out the enemy in several villages. Beller is disillusioned, and his platoon is war weary, due to
prolonged time in combat, suffering casualties, and not getting results. During a search,
Anderson and Goldman hear gunfire, and they shortly after run into Beller, followed by a
gruesome discovery in the nearby village of Phu An. Purcell is strung out from the war, and the
upper - and downer -pills he is taking affects his performance and his mood. The squad is deep
in enemy territory, kidnapping a high-ranking NVA officer. Purcell is not with them, after
spending the night in jail. He is fed up with the military and, despite Ruiz's efforts, deserts.
McKay helps out an orphanage run by nuns. He is happy being useful in a different way for a

change, until he witnesses a Buddhist commit suicide in the streets. The Army wants to keep
the Phu An massacre quiet; Beller's platoon is dissolved, and Beller and his men are transferred
to other units. The guys yank Purcell out of Cholon. Although safe from being branded a
deserter, he now has to face drug withdrawal symptoms for the next few days. The platoon is
tasked with finding out how the NVA is getting truckloads of supplies into an area without
roads. Colonel Brewster learns that the Army isn't doing anything regarding the massacre at
Phu An and has no other option than to go to the press. With Thanksgiving as a backdrop;
Colonel Brewster's decision to go to the press about the Phu An massacre lands him a lot of
trouble with the higher echelon, especially when he goes on the record with journalist Sid
Boyle. Purcell, after his cold turkey , is physically fine but psychologically still shaken.
Goldman, Anderson, and the squad are gathering evidence for Colonel Brewster's theory that
the NVA must have fuel storage dumps at regular intervals along the Ho Chi Minh trail. Myron
Goldman's father shows up, telling him he doesn't have long to live. After getting over the initial
tension, they start talking and actually get to know each other for the first time in years.
Johnson becomes a short-timer, and his friends in the platoon want to know his plans. Ruiz
gets acquainted with Susana Lozada, an OR -assistant. The squad is preparing to get their
hands on an enemy helicopter. Their orders are to destroy it, or if possible, fly it back, as McKay
is joining the team. Purcell is also coming and keeps a low profile, but, after a little
encouragement by "Doc" Hockenbury, he proves he hasn't lost his edge. An elusive NVA sniper
makes life hard for everybody, but particularly for McKay, as the sniper targets helicopters. The
mission becomes complicated when Taylor and Johnson, the latter three days short, are
captured by the VC. It's Christmas time, and the squad is making ready to celebrate and hand
out presents to the children at the nearby orphanage. Johnson has returned home to his
parents in Mississippi. His plan to study at a local university is not met with the favorable
response he was hoping for. Taylor gets passed up for promotion to sergeant and, with
Johnson back in the United States, he feels outnumbered and starts to associates himself with
more radical Afro-Americans. However, the squads' latest mission, the liberation and safe
return of the wife of a high ranking ARVN officer, puts things in perspective. When the team
returns from a five-day jungle mission, they find the camp packed with newbies. Tet is
approaching and Goldman's SOG-team is ordered to work with regular army units to eradicate
the jungles around Saigon of enemy personnel. Goldman's squad is to install sensors along
trails, while Anderson's squad will use an abandoned outpost to monitor the area. Many
kilometers away from support and each other, both Anderson and Goldman have their hands
full in accomplishing their assignment and on-the-job-training of the new recruits. Taylor gets
his long awaited sergeant's stripes. Colonel Stringer launches a full scale attack after Major
Duncan gets sniped. During the operation, several men of Goldman's platoon get killed by
friendly fire from McKay's chopper. McKay feels immensely responsible and takes off by
himself in the boonies to track and kill the sniper once and for all. When food poisoning
effectively puts the entire camp sick in their bunks, it is up to Anderson and Goldman to escort
Staff Sergeant Jonathan Digby to Long Binh, where he will be court martialled for desertion. The
long road trip allows everybody to get to know each other better, including that Sergeant
Digby's reasons for desertion are not as straightforward as his military record says. Escaping
and evading the enemy for days, they make their way to a suitable rendezvous point, only to
find it crawling with NVA. Army life goes on for the rest of the team: Anderson receives his DSC
, new recruits, including lifer Scarlet, come in, and sabotage missions are conducted. Duke
Fontaine is thrilled when he learns he is "wanted dead or alive" by the NVA. Taylor and Ruiz
have been missing for three weeks. The Army might have forgotten about them, but the team
has not. The influx of new recruits, the return to " Search and Destroy " type patrols, makes the
men wonder what it is all about. The patrol is an accumulation of one accident after another:
with newbies getting medevac -ed on a regular basis and the veterans grinding their teeth over
the pointlessness. The situation is aggravated by the presence of photographer documenting
every step and mishap. After an incident in the boonies, which leaves a GI dead, Hockenbury
gets shunned by the others, and he gets transferred by Goldman. Hockenbury has got to come
to terms with the fact that his ideals are not compatible with reality. Colonel Brewster has
returned, leading the investigations into the Phu An massacre by Lt. Beller and his platoon.
General Higgins is less than pleased by his presence. The platoon is tracking an NVA motorised
supply column, but they find themselves scrambling for cover when an enemy tank enters the
scene. Goldman, Brewster, Beller, and other soldiers are questioned during an official inquiry
into the Phu An massacre. Anderson is leading the team in the field, where they assist another
SOG team. Robbie, the son of "Pop" Scarlet, is a member of the other team. The reunion is
friendly, but Scarlet Senior is not happy with his son's aggressive attitude and trophy
collecting. McKay is advising Hockenbury to make amends with others, because you need your

buddies to make it through the war. This episode was originally aired as a two-hour episode
with "Payback" below Colonel Brewster is putting together a POW rescue operation into North
Vietnam. The training is intense. Former prisoner of the camp, Air Force Major Chapman,
explains the layout of the facility and the horrifying details of the trea
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tment by the prison guards. The execution of the operation is not exactly a success, with only
one casualty, although "Pop" Scarlet and McKay do get seriously injured and Griner loses his
eyesight. Unfortunately, the camp is empty, frustrating Duke Fontaine, who was very excited
about this mission based on his intelligence gathering. Despite this, Major Chapman thanks the
men, saying that other POWs will hear about this and draw strength from knowing that they are
not forgotten. Danny Purcell and Alberto Ruiz have completed their tour of duty and fly home.
They all run into people who, in one way or another, do not want to know about the war or
anybody involved with it. Hockenbury, while working in the dispensary, is shocked when he is
told to give morphine to badly injured soldiers, effectively euthanizing them. Supply Sgt.
Hannegan gets into an argument with a vengeful soldier. Goldman, Anderson, and Taylor have
to deal with soldiers who either don't understand or don't care anymore.

